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Stevens Explores
Tyranny's Root
At Convocation

1SS2
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0

SevenArrested
By Authorities
At Spring Fest

BY CHARLENE MURPHY
It is difficult to believe that the
tyranny of Hitler and Stalin have
roots which are accepted by supposedly educated and independent
thinkers. If so, how has this been
established?
Dennis Stevens challenged the
audience at Wooster's Wednesday
convocation with these ideas. Stevens received a PhD. in political
science from Boston College and is
currently Area III Coordinator in
the Dean of Students Office at

BY BRIAN HOWLAND

Bacchanalia, an annual campus- attended party held this year atthe
Wayne County Saddle Club, met up
with a group of quite unexpected
visitors only a few hours after it
began this past Saturday, May 22.
According to Wayne County
Sheriff Loran Alexander, "at 3:17
we received word from state liquor
agents of illegal sales (at Bacchan
alia), we went out to assist and
confiscated the liquor and made
several arrests for illegal sales."
The party had been under way
for about three hours when four
state liquor agents accompanied by
a detachment of county deputies
raided the festivities. Two of the
state agents had gained admission
to the party in an undercover
capacity. The raid commenced at
around 3:30 when deputies and
agents entered the party.
According to an unnamed witnessr yl waledover id the truck to
get another beer and the sheriff
and a couple of deputies were
talking to ... a couple of the organ
izers about not having a permit" A
short time later a tow truck arrived

Wooster.

Modern tyranny opposes Socra-te- 's
and Aristotle's approach to
politics, according to Stevens.

"Socrates and Aristotle both

argued that tyranny is the worst
form of rule," he said.
Stevens says that because of the
order in mature, classical philoso-

phers proceeded with direction

within limits. They didn'tjresent
Utopian plans, or push political
programs for perfect cities, he
said.
"By the classical philosophers,
tyranny was- judged bad because it
treated human beings as less than
human," said Stevens.
"Rousseau was the first person tar
interpret nature in sucn a way as to
weaken its authority. He argued
that human nature has two basic
Continued on Page
-
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whiskey.
In addition to the confiscation of
liquor, seven College of Wooster

students were arrested. Susan E.
Clark, Richard A. Mclntire, Darrin
J. Quinn, Dawn M. Krause. Antoinette M. Wire and William E.
Strater were charged with the Illegal sales of intoxicating liquor, a
first degree misdemeanor. Mark A.
Mawhinney was charged -- with
"keeper of the bouse or place." a
third degree misdemeanor.
Court appearances have been set
for Monday, June 7 for all seven.
Many rumors concerning the circumstances surrounding and' the
reasoning behind the raid on the
party have been circulating the
campus. One question which arose
after the bust was, "Why, after
permitting the party to go on for
several years, did authorities
choose this year to crack down?" ,
- There-wa- s
speculation among
some students that the administration was behind the raid. Dean of
. Continued on Page 5

New Visa Regs Ten Students
Could Affect
To Travel
ForeignStudents To Japan

Theatre Department!
Grows Dramatically
BY DIANNA TROYER
After its first year in operation,
the new theatre department "has
been extremely exciting to students, said department chairperson
Annetta Jefferson.
"The students are serious about
theatre. There's rarely a time of
day when yon cant find students
rehearsing all over the building,"
2
acashe said. During the
demic year 16 students declared
themselves theatre majors.
"It's got to be one of the fastest
growing departments on campus,"
said junior Monica Bowin, a thea
tre major. "We're taking off. A lot
of talented people are coming in.
It's a department to watch for in
the future."
: Jefferson cited the number of
students enrolled in classes as an
indication of the popularity of the
department During Fall Quarter 28
students took Acting I, 24 in Winter
and 24 in Spring, commented Jefferson. In the Theatre Appreciation
course, 38 students took the course
with 20 placed on a waiting list
The course is' not required by
majors.
The theatre major was approved
last year. Course offerings include
three courses in ballet voice and
diction, two courses in acting, and
courses in directing, lighting and
design. Three full time and one

and readied the Bissman Company
Distributors keg truck for towing,
the witness said.
At that point some of the party-goeattempted to block removal
of the truck by sitting on and in
front of it They were dispersed
when authorities threatened arrest
The keg truck was then removed.
Also taken from the party was an
undisclosed amount of Jack Daniels

.

Dennis Stevens, a member of the dean's staff, spoke on the
"Philosophy of Tyranny" at last Wednesday's convocationJ'hoto by
Dianna L. Troyer.

Barnett, Morris Confident
About Wooster Admissions

BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Years ago, college admissions
offices were turning away more
students than they were taking in.
Then, after the sudden increase in
college-age- d
children following the
post World War II baby boom.
campuses were spreading like wild
fire in an effort to keep up with
growing demand.
Mow, nowever, tne tables nave
turned. Colleges which in the 1960s
and 70s grew at precipitous rates
are beginning to compete more
than ever in an effort to utilize
available physical plants. And
Wooster is no exception to the rule.
"We have to work out strategies
which will gain for Wooster our
part of the available college-age- d
students," said Admissions Director Byron Morris. And to do this,
both Morris and Dean or Admis
stress the
part-tim- e
professor teach the sions toSamuel Barnett quality
proneed
maintain
"a
courses.
gram and quality faculty."
'.
9
Continued on Page
.
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worry about Barnett indicates. Indeed, freshman enrollment for the
coming academic year is expected
to increase to 560, up 20 from the
current year. In 1983, though. Barnett predicts a "moderate decline
in the freshman class."
Although worrying about factors
such as increasing tuitions, falling
federal financial aid, and increasing costs oftransportatioa, both
Barnett and Morris said that they
will continue to sell Wooster as a
"superior product" "Education is
just plain expensive, regardless of
the school. Our task (in admissions) is to show that our program
is worth it" said Barnett
"Don't look at the price and then
rule Wooster out You have to go
beyond that and consider that we
do honor the fact that we will meet
100 percent of the student need, if
necessary'Morris said. f
:
Continued on Page
,
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WASHINGTON,

D.C. (CPS)

Foreign students attending U.S

and universities will be
forced to return home for a mini
mum of two years after receiving
their degrees, if legislation currently in Congress passes this summer.
change in immiThe
grations laws is part of the pro
posed Immigration Reform and
Control Act now before two con
gressional subcommittees.
One part of the act Section 212,
would require foreign nationals
with student-typ- e
visas to return
home for a period of two years
before they are eligible to apply for
further visits to the U.S.
But the proposed changes in Sec
tion 212 have provoked a whirlwind
of criticism from academia, special
interest groups, and even high- technology and engineering indus
tries.
Under current law, foreign stu
to
dents may graduate and
stay in the U.S. for an indefinite
period of time. In addition, students
who get married or jobs while in
this country get special consideracolleges

little-notic-

ed

-

BY KARIN HAUSdULD
10 Wooster. students.
Japan will be home next year.
Reflecting a growing nation-wid- e
Japan.-For

interest in the Japanese culture
and history. Wooster students have
become actively involved in several
organization concerning Japan.
These organizations and a cavi
ties range from language classes
taught by Mrs. Mary Baird, to the
Japanese Association of Wooster
(JAW). The students traveling to

Japan represent the diversified

groups.
Of these 10, two. Eijl sano and
MasaakJ Kihara, are returning to
their native country. Sano and Ki
hara have spent this past year at
Wooster as exchange students.
The Art Department is sponsor
ing an alumni to serve as an
apprentice under the famous Seizan
TakatorL Takatori is a renowed
maker of pottery. Another art ma
jor also plans to go in hopes of
gaining first hand experience.
in addition, four students win be
going under two separate protion.
grams. Mary Kawase and Jim
But congressional subcommittee Glenn will be traveling
to Japan
members have expressed concern with the Greater Lakes College
who
foreign
grads
remain
the
that
Association (GLCA) Waseda proin this country are taking jobs that gram. They will attend Waseda
would otherwise go to Americans. University. Robin Heginbotbam
Besides, they say. the whole idea of and Ross Teasely have been ac-Continued on Page T
flrfftra ob Pagt
re-app- ly
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The Ivy League
Howard Lowry once told a story of a man who defined a college
as "anything with ivy on it"
While the strands of green ivy which once insulated many of
Wooster's academic buildings have long been removed, the definition
of institutions of higher learning which President Lowry's friend
gave should not be cast aside as the cant of some common ignorant.
The very institution Lowry worshiped, and worked to glorify, has
sadly taken on an appearance of being just a place with ivy on it
Some weeks ago we saw how liberal arts was demeaned when a
visiting professor from another great institution was cauterized by
members of our community. Like vegetable matter, like the simple
ivy growing aimlessly, oblivious to its surroundings, so we saw
Wooster shade itself and grasp to the security of stoic foundations.
Light was cast on us from a new and different source, but rejected
openly.

BACK,

From the pulpit to the podium we follow the course set before us
ideologues who grow weary propounding doom, and
by
who make out thinkers of different persuasions as unenlightened,
wits cast blame here, there, never ameanable to compromise, always
willing to criticize, and unaware of the meaning of concession. There
are those occasional voices who speak out with different m uttering s,
who meaningfully present a challenge, who question for knowledge's
sake. Yet they are mocked and victimized. A little house on the south
institution.
side of campus is made the scapegoat for the
Wooster's newest band of alums, some of them the great
speakers and propagators of righteous, those voices who flamed
opinion from so belittling and narrowed a perspective, will leave
their womb in a fortnight They will leave with a mindset view of the
world. Their lessons will be learned, the lessons they did not learn
from either the pulpit or the podium.
President Lowry held in esteem the "value of objectivity, and
accuracy, and straight logic." The institution has since lost President
Lowry's guidance to
but misguided souls. Their
visions are inward,
and confined. And although they may
see an
something, the roots have withered.
Timothy E. Spence
swift-tongu-
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Dixon Supports Partie

ivy-cover- ed

well-intention- ed

self-seeki-
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Appeasement Breeds Aggression
The unfortunate thing about the current Freeze movement is that
to the extent that such a movement would succeed it would bring
about only the disarmament of the democracies. And a world in
which the democracies have renounced their commitment to defend
themselves against the evil and treachery of a mightily armed
totalitarianism is a world in which there would be no freedom and no
peace. For you see, my com trades appeasement only breeds
aggression.
David W. Johnson

Black, Klein Want Apology
Dear Editor,
We find it very disturbing that
the college newspaper which we
support with our tuition can justify
spending money on a full page
picture for a dartboard and at the
same time require students to pay
for a letter to their parents expressing concern over the future of
our country (I am referring to the
last page of the Parent's Weekend
edition of the Voice). Not only was
the last page of the May 21 edition
of the paper a waste of our money,
it was disrespectful and irresponsible journalism. If there is some
hidden purpose for the presence of
the picture, we would like to be
informed of it; othewise, we think
the Voice owes President Copeland
a formal apology.
Lfbby Black
Julie Klein

Dear Miss Black and Miss Klein:
Here it is: Apologies Dr. Cope-lan-

d.

The Editor

Spence Immature
Dear Dr. Copeland,
We would like to apologize for the
actions of VOICE Editor Tim
Spence in regards to the dartboard
in your honor. We certainly hope
we never hear him condemn anyone on this campus for immature,
irresponsible behavior, because he
has just proven himself capable of
such behavior. His action served no
constructive purpose and fell far
short of an attempt at humor.
Sincerely,
Cheryl M. Lower,
Susan Steinkraus

Dear Campus,
On Friday at dinner, a vote will
be taken on the issue of week night
parties with alcohoL I brought up
the issue in SGA because I feel that
the 1977 Campus Council rule which
is now being enforced; it hadn't
been until this year prohibits week
night parties (with alcohol) is no
longer representative of how the
student body feels on the issue.
The rule is insulting to each
student, as it implies that we cannot handle the responsibility of
drinking during the week; yet anyone who has graduated from high
school and is working instead of
going to school has no restrictions
on when they can drink but we do.
One of the purposes of college is to
prepare us for our future, and if we
don't learn how to drink responsibly here (where the consequences
are usually minor) then we will
have to do so in the working world
(where it could be detrimental to
one's career).
The administration feels that college is solely an educational experience, and they are right But an
education is comprised of social as
well as academic development The
argument that week night parties
are not conducive to a healthy
study environment is false; as a
student is motivated to finish their
work and then relax before bed
with a few beers and some conversation. True, some students will
become inebriated, and may create
a disturbance, but the judicial system can deal with that individual
(and help him with hisher problem) if the offended party or dorm
director or hall council or security
cannot Our authoritarian bodies
were created to deal with such
and should not avoid the
Eroblems,
assle of doing so by imposing a
rule which prohibits an activity
that the state feels we are old
enough to handle. When someone
breaks a law after going to a
Tuesday night party with friends,
the state does not prohibit the other
party guests from congregating the
following week, but penalizes the
individual who created the disturb

Reagan Targeted
Editor:
Please explain the meaning behind the "Henry Copeland Dartboard" that appeared in last
week's issue. I am unaware of any
deliberately nasty things that he
has done to the student body which
I thought was supposed to have its
"voice" represented in the student
newspaper. If the back pages offu-tur-e
issues are also to be devoted to
target practice, I suggest that they
feature a photo of our President or
members of Congress who are cutting back on Financial Aid and
Student Loans.
Sincerely.

ance. The College however did the
opposite, and has denied us the
right to have a party with the
accepted social cnetmcal of our
society during the week.
Tonight we have our only chance
to voice our opinion on this subject;
and if the results indicate the
campus does not agree with this
rule, then Campus Council will not
be serving the true interests of the
student body if they do not repeal
the rule. Please vote tonight to
regain the freedom of choice in
regard to week night parties, as it
KaiaPhmis
will improve the social situation on
Box 24S3
campus. It will also give us the
chance to experience the decisions
one win have to make within him-se- lf
while drinking when responsibility looms in the
future
the next work day mornTEX WOOSTO VOJCS
ing.
OSMSSMSI
Thank you.
PabUxbed weekly durtes the aeademie
Ken Dixon rear
except tains vacations aad exami-utlCISM
not-to-dista-

nt
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Lee Merrill
To Present
Senior Recital

periods by the stmdewU of The
Coues of Wooster. Wooster, Okie.
The Wooster Voice wtleoiMS all
stxned letters to the editor frem students, beany, administrators, sabtcri-ber-s
aad members of the greater Wooster community. All rorrMpondcnct may
be addressed to: The Wooster Voice,
Port Office Box OUST. The CoDeg e of
Wooster. Wooster, Ohio 4491. Current
subteripttoa is 110.00 per year far second
elau delivery.
Second elan postage paid at Wooster,
Ohio. Postmaster: Sead address changes
To The Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
The College of Wooster, Wooster.
C-31- 17.

Lee Merrill will be presenting her.
senior voice recital on Sunday, May
30, at 7:30 p.m. in Mackey Hall. All
are invited to attend and to remain
for the reception that will follow.
The works to be performed in
clude several Shubert lieder, chan
sons by Poulenc and Bacbelet a
song cycle by William Walton (A
Song for the Lord Mayor's Table),
and arias from Don Giovanni, Giu-li- o
Cesare, and The Old Maid and
the Thief.
Miss Merrill, who studies with
Dale Moore, win be accompanied
by Amy Breneman.

Ohio, 446SI.

Back issues are available from The
Wooster Voice office.
Rodger A. PeUfaQi. Chief Photocrapber
JohnSUptrtoa, Sports Editor

Pam

WeOer,

Cirealattoa Maaager

Staff members: 'Angela Adams, Chip
Aikens. Sue Allen. JiQ Bradford. Dave
Bryan. Jane Bodd. Winston B-- Fsrrow,
Gary Ferner. laa Hartriek, Karin Haus-ihilBrian Bowlaad. Garth Katner,
Christopher A. Lose, Robert Manning,
Rodney MeCallster, Grant McCorkhuI
Daniel McKeaty, John Miaao. Rachaei
Porter, Karea Sapio. Warren Seidel,
David Simmons, Cheryl Trautmann,
Dianas Troyer.
d,
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COMPILED BY CHRIS LUSE
Late News From The Falkland :

Initial report! from the State
Department Thursday morning indicated that British troop . were
preparing a major assault against
Argentine forces poised in defense
of the Falkland Islands city of Port
Stanley.
Meantime, the Ministry of Defense in London reported that there
have been no recent clashes between opposing forces on . the Islands.
In other news. United Press International reported that Argentina
has received additional
missiles, possibly from Peru.
Argentine forces have been utilizing missiles in their attacks on
British war ships.
On the diplomatic front, U.N.
Secretary General Perez de Cuellar
was expected to resume peace
talks between the contending nations in the Falkland Islands crisis.
Meetings between the feuding factions were expected to be held
either yesterday afternoon or today.
Also, Argentine Foreign Minister
Costa Menez warned that if the
U.S. does not abandon its support
for Britain, Argentine may be
forced to seek assistance from the
Soviet Union.
ROME
The Pope may make a
visit to Argentina to counterbalance his trip to Great Britain.
Officials report that Pope John
Paul II will not meet with political
leaders because of the fighting in
the Falklands.
WASHINGTON
Half the Senate is in opposition to proposed
arms sales to Jordan. At 'least 45
senators are cosponsoring a resolution calling for the President to
ft
cancel aircraft and
sales to Jordan unless the country
agrees to peace talks with Israel.
MOSCOW
Yudi Andropov,
head of the KGB, has been elevated
to the 10 member Secretariat by
the party central committee, and is
now Brezhnev's apparent heir. The
former No. 2 man, Mikhail Suslov,
died last January. Meanwhile, a
date' for new arms talks may be
scheduled soon. Secretary of State
Haig reportedthat Brezhnev's response was "basically encourag-

WCK"?f

-

Tehran Radio
TEHRAN
warned Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the
United Arab Emirates, and Jordan
to cease aiding Iraq,, as Iranian
troops took back the oil port of
Khurramshahr. Iran's likely victory in the Persian Gulf war will
significantly alter the balance of
power in the area, experts agreed.
Accused presiWASHINGTON
dential assailant John Hinckley Jr.
said he thought actress Jodie Foster would be impressed by his
shooting of the President, reported
psychologist Dr. Thomas Goldman.
Hinckley then staged a hunger
strike when he wasq't allowed to
send a note to the actress. This
testimony was the fourth by the
defense as part of an insanity plea.
WASHINGTON
Foes of school
busing in the House started a
g
petition drive to force an
measure from the Judiciary
the whole House
Jianel, and before
or a vote. Representative Ronald
Mottl of Ohio led the effort which
would duplicate a bill passed by the
Continued on Page 4
.

anti-busin-

BY SUSAN FIGGE

at

a.m. we
but also
converse. We are called together to
talk together.
The hour is designated as com1. belonging equally to
mon
more than one, that is to students,
faculty and administrators; 2. Public, that is out in the open in Lowry
Center; 3. Frequent, that is, once a
quarter; 4. easy to be had, that is
just a short walk from wherever
you are; 5. of little value, that
depends on what use we make of it;
6. vulgar, only in the sense of
pertaining to the common people
Next- - Wednesday

10

will not only convoke
1

swp co::jvwnna

m svimuw- i- this is for your am eoow"

Personal Glimpses From Argentina
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following

dispatch was sent to The Wooster
Voice by Hebe de Frediani, a
citizen of Argentina. Mrs. Frediani
was a visitor at Wooster earlier
this year.
Perhaps you don't remember me
anymore; nevertheless I want to
talk to the people of Wooster but
specially to the students of your
University among whom I felt at
home two years ago. I am Mrs.
Hebe de Frediani and I attended
your classes for about a month and
a half as a visitor from Argentina.
When your newspaper reporter
had an interview with me at the
College of Wooster I avoided talking about our political situation
although I had something to say. In
that moment I was ready to defend
our military government, as most
of our people would have done,
because they had saved us from
terrorism which was leading our
country to complete destruction.
In these days, a greater-dangthreatens us. It is the imminent
invasion of Great Britain with two
thirds of her fleet in ' order to
recapture the Malvinas Islands,
which belong to the geological
structure of our coasts as they lay
in the middle of our epicontinental
sea facing our southern shore at a
distance of 300 maritime miles.
But let me. make a little of
History ... These islands happened
to be seen by Magallanes for the
first time in the early years of the
XVI century and they were drawn
by Americo Vespucio in the first
map of America ever made and
consequently they were recognized
as Spanish by the Pope Alexander
VI. In the last years of the century
one of the many pirates, affected to
the service of the Kingdom of
England passed by them and saw
them.
In 1833, namely 17 years after our
national Independence, when there
was an Argentine town with an
Argentine government, called Luis
Vernet in the Malvinas Islands, the
English warship "Clio" attacked
--

er

the islands, took possession by that nobody was there, four of our us.

force of the land, unhoisted the
Argentine flag and hoisted the Union Jack and obliged the Argentine
population to return to a neighbour
country (Uruguay) where they
were finally left.
As soon as Buenos Aires knew
the situation, we reclaimed for this
act of violence against our physical
integrity but no response came
from London. Periodically Argentina has repeated- - our claims
against this act of aggression but
nothing was obtained from England.
And what happened meanwhile
while in the disputed islands? An
English trust called the Falkland
Islands Company was established
in them devoted to the raise of
sheep, unique activity to which the
British people living there could
work in. In complete isolation
(physical and mental isolation)
they could not aspire to a better life
as they are considered by the
English government as citizens of
"second class" and they are permitted to visit England only once
every two years (what about the
human rights?)
Alcoholism and divorce spread
among them slowly reducing their
population. The (estimated in 1800
inhabitants).
At this situation Argentina helped
them during these last 30years with
food, medical services and assistance in education, as a matter of
fact our country has built the only
airport covered with "aluminum"-existin- g
in the islands.
Last April 2nd, after 150 years of
useless diplomatic claims and
being quite sure that there was no
other way to restore to our patri
mony wnat naa ever oeen ours, our
military forces, with a perfect commando operation, retook the possession of our Malvinas Islands,
and I say with a perfect "command" operation because not even
a drop of English blood was shed
(unfortunately I can't say the same
of our forces as with lies, saying

officials have been assassinated by
an unexpected shot when they were
going to parley.
The whole Argentine country has
begun to share our common effort
to improve the conditions of life of
the inhabitants of the islands in
ever respect (they have got a radio
station now and they'll get a TV
station very soon) but leaving them
the final decision to stay or leave
without any damage to their properties and lives.
This is the real truth about the
situation. Judge you us in consequence but think, specially of the
split this situation is making in the
American (north, central and south
American) political union and of
the possible international derivations among other countries.
The enormous and unproportional
response of Great Britain appears
as a gesture of honour but ... try to
remember a little of the English
History ... What happened when all
the British diplomatics in Peking in
1963 were killed and vexed by the
Popular Republic of China? England didn't say a word and not even
broke her commercial relationship
with them. What happened in Rode-si- a
two or three years ago when
200.000 British people were left
helpless and unprotected, exposed
to the criminal fury of the natives?
Nothing, nothing at all...

The European press, which is far
from being free and honest, is
trying to distort our whole situation
with a false image of our country
as allied to the Soviet Nothing
could be farther from the truth. We
are an occidental country, with a
catholic and democratic culture.
true friends of the United States.
Please don't take a wrong decision for your own benefit and for
the welfare of the world, don't
support an injust and
colonialistic attitude from Great
out-of-da- te

Britain.

Come and share coffee and

don-ut-

s

and conversation and hear
about how the other half (the other
two thirds?) lives, works and
thinks as part of the community
here it Wooster.

Program
Slated For Juno
Anti-t- J

In Mow York City
To the Editor,
Many students on campus are

planning to take part in the June
12th New York March for Nuclear
Disarmament There are several
other activities and conferences
occurring in New York City prior to
the Rally which these persons may
wish to attend.
The Cultural Task Force
is sponsoring the Bread and
Puppet Pageant and the International Orchestra and choruses in a
collaboration of musical and theatrical groups to perform on June 6. A
cast of 450 will perform the pageant-puppet
show to the last movement of Beethoven's 9th Symphony.
On June 5, 6 and 7, the Theater for
the New City will present a series
of disarmament plays and theatrical productions. Students interested
in either of these activities should
call the Cultural Task Force for
more information.
Several international groups will
be holding conferences which may
interest students. The International
Symposium on the Morality and
Legality of Nuclear Weapons will
be held June 5 (call
for more information). The international meeting to formulate proposals for the UN Special Session on
Disarmament will be held on June
7. June
is the International
Continued on Page 4
(212-749-662-0)
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Reagan In Perspective
Why don't we take this time to
examine what Our Beloved Leader

has promised us
delivered on.

and what he has

Daniel J. Sikorski
At first, I thought that eliminating price ceilings from the oil
companies was a bad idea. Then I
saw gas prices drop. I felt that I
might have been wrong (God for
bid!) about him. I am now watch
ing prices climb right back up to
where they were before decontrolling.
This time, there is nothing to stop
them from going past those old
prices. Thank you, Mr. Reagan
(said the oil companies).

I listened to Jimmy Carter (remember him?) say that we needed
draft registration. I listened to
Candidate Reagan say that we
didn't. I listened to President Reagan say that we did again. Thank
you, Mr. Reagan (said the generals
who were too old to fight).
The President says that we get a
tax cut! The President didn't say
that we also get our throats cut
Who needs Social Security anyway?
All those old people will do is die
eventually. Who needs Medicare
and Food Stamps and Unemployment Compensation and all those

Big Apple

Anti-Nuk-

(212-749-331-0)

(212-858-688-

2)

inter-religio- us

8--

(But not the people manufacturers.)
And just think of the people our
beloved President has to help him
in the White House! The infallible
Generalissimo Alexander "I am in
charge" Haig! The Euell Gibbons
of Wall Street, James "Back to
Nature" (Man's nature) Watt! And
his very friendly ghost, Caspar
"Butter? What's Butter?" Weinberger!

11
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Dear Editor,
What's happening to our squirrels? Have you noticed that they
are a dying breed? While walking
across campus one often encounters diseased squirrels. They are
balding and becoming lethargic.
One may also pass by several
carcasses on their way to Kauke.
We thus propose the following
theory; the College's weed killer

(spray pesticide) that is used
around trees to kill weeds has

created this epidemic.
We question the further use of
these pesticides for they may endanger the other animals that live
on campus-groundWe feel that it
is imperative that this situation be
investigated immediately.
Sincerely,
Susan Mills
Eric-Ca- rl
Raynor
s.

Wendy WaHis
Vlcki IttUopoulos

.

Small Oil Firms Crucial To Future

Because we already have.

BY LLOYD N. UNSELL

Program
Peace, a meeting of women from
around the world who wish to
discuss the concerns of women and
to formulate women's demands for

V

peace (Women's International

League for Peace andFreedom)
June 7 Plowshares
Coffee House, a meeting place with
speakers, programs and literature
(Fellowship of Reconciliation,
June 7 Welcome Rally
for World Peace Marchers and all
day vigil at the UN
and June 14 Civil Disobedience
Blockade to Bomb makers, a blockade at the UN missions of the five
nuclear nations (Civil Disobedience
Task Force,
I encourage interested persons to
participate in any of the above
activities. All the events surrounding the New York Rally promise to
unite peacemakers from around the
world in their vision for a more
humane world.
Sincerely,
Jean Peacock

.

(215-563-711-0);

914-358-460-

1);

(212-864-203- 0);

212-228-045-

0).

tized the unfortunate lackguard for
having "made a shambles out of
the concept of ethical, responsible
journlism," for "supplying an antiwar lobby group with free advertising space ... and then symbolically
(thumbing) her nose at all concerned by repeating her action."
He demanded her immediate resignation from the staff. One concerned student even trudged his
way to the Dean of Students' office,
expressing his utter dismay and
demanding that the misguided edi-b- e
straightened out at once. The
Continued on

Page 5

Public Research Syndicated, 1882
Americans have the terribly mistaken impression that the petroleum industry is made up of a few
corporate giants who are responsible for all industry decisions including the price motorists will pay for
gasoline. One supposes that this
impression is the result of the fact
that most of us buy our. gasoline at
a service station operating under
the umbrella name of Gulf or
Exxon or one of the other big
companies.
But the chances are pretty good
that the gasolne purchased from
Gulf or Exxon came from a "wildcat" well; a well owned by a small
businessman.
,

VOICE funds," and accused the
To the Editor:
Once upon a time a certain way- editor of "mental disorder." Still
ward VOICE editor gave away another, nearly a year later, chasge

OqucypcDo

can't

Louise A. Blum Revisited
(yes, gave away, much as the
penning of it pains me) an ENad on the back page
TIRE full-paof the Voice opposing registration
for the draft Not only once ... but
yes, twice.
Certain factions of the campus,
rightfully enough, were HORRIFIED. Letters to the Editor were
outraged. One author accused the
girl of "(abusing) the position of
Editor," continuing that under her
editorship the VOICE had "become
a bludgeon; publicly dunning those
you disagree with has become hab"Another termed the ad "an
it
unauthorized misappropriation of

17o

How can we lose?

e

Continued From Page 3
Peace Activists Conference of Delegates from peace organizations
around the world. June 13 is the
International Open Air Gathering.
Students should call the Internafor
tional Task Force
more information about the above
international events.
The Religious Task Force
is organizing an International Religious Convocation on
June 11. This will be an
celebration bringing together spiritual leaders from
around the world to pray with one
voice for future generations. The
Religious Task Force should also
be contacted for more information
International
about the June
Religious Conference for leaders,
congregational members and religious activities who wish to share,
worship and strategize towards
building a massive, international
religious movement.
Other events include: June 4
Women of the World in Action for

Door

Pc--ci

other Communist ideas? (We do,
said 'the people, but their voices
were drowned out by the ...) ...
THANK YOU, MR. REAGAN (said
who needs peothe Pentagon
ple?)
The only way to start reducing
our nuclear arsensls (us and them)
is to bloat our military to the point
of sucking the people dry, said the
President (But not to the people). I
refuse to even comment further on
such garbage.
The budget must be balanced,
said Candidate Reagan. But not
during my first term (Shades of
Tricky Dick!) said President Reagan. First, let's cut social spending
and feed the war machine. Thank
you, Mr. Reagan (said the tank and
plane and ship and bomb maufac-turers- ).

lta

-

-

EDITOR'S NOTE: A check with
Grounds Director Phil Williams, indicates that "24D" brand weed
treating formula is used on the
campus grounds. Williams said
that he has been using this formula
for years with no apparent effects
on animals,
Williams notes that he is licensed
by the State of Ohio to use pesticides and fertilizers, and he said he
would not use a chemical which he
knows causes injury to animals.
Williams also suggested that if
his chemical treatments of the

grounds are causing injury to
squirrels then they would also
harm other anlmala He said that
he has no indication that animals
are being harmed.

News Digest
Continued From Page S
Senate March 2 that restricts the
use of busing for segregation.
WASHINGTON
In the wake of
the Senate's approval of a budget
plan that projects $784 billion in
spending and a $116 billion deficit
for 1883, the battle of the budgets
moves to the House. Reagan favors
the budget plan worked out by
conservative Republicans and
Democrats which calls for fewer
tax increases and defense cutting.
Reagan has also accused House
Speaker Tip O'Neil of being unwilling to compromise on the budget

There are today 15,000 wildcatters actively involved in the search

for domestic energy in 34 states.
For these independent businessmen, the risks of losing their investment is very high. Four out of
five wells drilled by the wildcatter
will be dry. And since the wildcatter owns neither refineries nor
gasoline service stations, he has no
way to pass these losses on to the
consumers. Yet, despite these
risks, nearly a third of all crude oil
and natural gas is produced by
independents. Unable to rest content on past accomplishments.

wildcatters have taken the lead in
the exploration, for new oil and gas
fields. They drill 90 percent of the
exploratory wells directed at finding new oil and natural gas re
serves.
One should keep these facts in
mind when addressing the arguments of the petroleum industry's
critics. Opponents of this industry
think there is an industry-wid-e
conspiracy to raise oil prices, to
control gasoline availability and, in
short, to gouge the American peo
ple. As one who has been part of tms
industry for most of my life, I have
never encountered such a conspiracy nor have I ever witnessed people
in the industry talking about such a
thing. Recent events support my
own experience.
Up until a few months ago Americans were complaining about the
high cost of petroleum products.
Not long ago one could view consumer advocates like Ralph Nader
on nationwide television telling the
public that in the very near future
consumers would be paying over 2
for a gallon of gasoline. Today,
gasoline prices are half these predictions. Indeed, in many parts of
the country there are gas wars
again being waged, to the advantage of the consumer.
This is not to suggest that the
energy problem has been solved.
America still imports over a third
of its oil. The more exotic forms of
energy, solor power, geothermal
and biomass conversion, for instance, even when fully developed,
will only provide a small percentage of America's energy needs.
Thus, for the foreseeable future,
the nation's energy needs will have
to be met by the oil and gas
industry.
Most geologists agree that the
industry can meet these needs.
They are confident that there are
enough oil and gas reserves left in
the U.S. to supply the country well
into the 21st century.
.

If these reserves are to.be

brought into producton, however,
drilling in this country will have to
increase by 20 percent a year over
the next 20 years. At this rate of
Continued on Page 7

.
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Wright Specializes
In middle East

-

BY KAREN SAPIO
What do you think of when you
think of the Middle East? Ali Baba
and his Forty Thieves? Crowds of

r---

sis

-

Wayne County Saddle Chtb was a lonely place this week.
LastSa tarda? the saddle dob was the site of a State Lionor Control
Agency raid on the Bacchanalia fest Seren students were arrested
for various charges before being released by the Wayne County
Sheriffs Department. Photo by Brian Rowland.

angry Iranians demonstrating at
the American Embassy in Tehran?
Greedy oil magnates eager to ruin
our economy with skyrocketing oil
prices?
Dr. Edwin Wright a specialist on
the Middle East especially Iran,
states that these and similar prejudiced views held by man Americans of the Middle East p event us
from conducting effective relations
with that region. The west's bias
against the Arabs is
explains Wright From the time of
the medieval crusades we have
thought of them as infidels, and our
Biblical tradition always portrays
the Arabs as the enemy.
But Dr. Wright (a 1918 graduate
of Wooster) was born in Tabriz,
Iran and lived in that country for
many years. "I havecome to see
that the people of the Middle East
are human just as we are. Of
course they can often be violent
but so can Americans!" he states. '
Dr. Wright's specialized knowledge of Middle Eastern politics,
history, religion and languages has
made him a valuable asset to the
government. In 1941 he began
working for the Office of Strategic
Services where he remained during
World War IL Then he served in
the U.S. Army Intelligence Division
in the Middle East command, and
later with the Near East South
Asian, and African Bureau of the
Department of State. Since his
retirement in 1986, he has written
numerous articles and pamphlets
on Middle Eastern topics, and has
lectured for the Defense Institute of
Security Assistance Management
at Wright Patterson Air Force bases.
But the recent revolution in Iran
has posed problems for Wright and
many other experts on Iran. They
had expected some sort of rebellion, he explains, for there has been
internal conflict in Iran for many
years. "But none of us thought it
would be the clerics! And this was
very disturbing because we thought

.Y
r'.

deep-seede- d,

Saturday Beer Festival
Raided By Authorities
Continued From Page 1

against Bissman Company he responded, "In all probability, yes."
If the charges are brought they
it
will be for selling beer to a
holder.
According to Collier, "Law says
that a distributor cannot sell bis
holder
beverages to a
when it is to be resold."
Collier was also questioned about
the accusatioon that one ofthe state
liquor agents confiscated the film
of a student who was taking pic
tures at the time of the arrests.
Although he was not aware that
such an incident had occurred, he
said that if in fact it had. "We were
within our authority to confiscate
any film taken of our agents. This
is not the only place where we work
undercover."
non-perm-

Students Ken Plusquellec emphasized that neither his office nor
anyone in the administration that
he was aware of had "tipped on"
or complained to the authorities.
af"The party was a
fair. We had nothing to do with it"
As a matter of fact, Plusquellec
had been out of town and the news
of the raid came as a surprise to
him
Robert Collier, the Investigator
in Charge at the If assillon Office of
the Ohio. Liquor Board confirmed.
however, that a complaint had been
brought to the attention of the state
liquor control board before the
party occurred. "We received a
complaint on it; if it's a violations!
the law we check the complaint out
and we make the arrest(s). That's
the way we operate," Collier said.
Sheriff Alexander also confirmed
the existence of a complaint. He
said, "Last year we didn't have
any proof, but this year to my
understanding someone sent a letter to the liquor department and
said that they were going to have
non-colle-

ge

it."

It is still unclear why a complaint
was lodged and just exactly who
made the official complaint One
unconfirmed source did report that
a group of business owners in
Wooster. including tavern owners.

contacted a municipal judge to
complain about the affair. County
Prosecutor Keith Shearer when
contacted by the Voice said that he
"didn't know" who filed the complaint The Wayne County Common
Pleas Court judge could not be
reached for comment
Security Chief Carl Yund, when
questioned about his knowledge of
the bust said, "I wasn't sure that it
was happening." The first he heard
of it he said, was when the county
sheriffs office contacted him to see
if the students arrested should be
detained or released on their own
recognizance. He recommended
that they be released and they
were. .
While at press time charges were
pending only against the students;
we Liquor uoniroi eoara is conaiu
ering the possibility of bringing
charges against tbe suppliers ox tne
beer, Bissman Distributors of
Mansfield. When Collier was asked
if any charges will be pending

non-per-

mit

Blum Revisited
Continued From

Page 4

Publications Committee expressed
"concern." Three members of the
woman's staff quit in protest ques
tioning as they did so wbether the
VOICE could be sued.
Happily that time is gone. Back
pages of the VOICE are no longer
used to serve "personal purposes.
funds are no longer "misappropriated," individuals are no longer
"publicly dunned." "Ethical, re
sponsible journalism" is upheld,
and all the aforesaid individuals so
distraught over that particular incident now hold positions on the
current voice staff.
At last Wooster has a paper it
can be proud of. Our thanks to Its
mentally ordered editors.
Humbly,

State Liquor Control Agents and County Sheriff's deputies confiscated this Bissman Distributing Company track during last Saturday's
raid on the Bacchanalia festivaL At press time yesterday, no chair ss
had been brought before the company for Qegal sales, a&hocxa
seven Wooster students have been charged by authorities. Photo by
Timothy E. Spence.
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we knew Iran!"
Does he think Khomeni's regime
will last? "It's lasted much longer

UCRLD-VJIB-

ViSfliNG
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TRAVEL

than any of us expected it would,"
he comments. "But I think because
of the many different political,
ethnic and religious factions in Iran
the Khomeni government will probably not be viable in the long run.
Wright currently Uvea in the
Bloomington Apartments, 445
Bloomington, wooster.
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Ganno PopuDacBOy Steven's 'Hoofs Of Tyranny'
n GoDDogo Garapusoc Topic At Convocation I7ed.

P.D...

S.G.A. Briefs

After years of silence,
Palestinian students on American
campuses have over the last few
weeks made themselves increasingly visible, attributing their
politicking to the escalation of tensions in the Middle East.
The new visibility, moreover, has
often put them into dangerous confrontations with other students.
At the University of Texas, where
students marched last
month to mark Israel's Independence Day, several scuffles broke
out between marchers when about
30 Palestinians joined the event
At Harvard recently, law school
Associate Dean James Vorenberg
refused to give a scheduled speech
when he discovered a Palestine
liberation Organization (PLO) official would also speak at a law
school conference. Over 150 stu
dents ultimately picketed the con
ference, which was marred oy
bomb threats and threatening
phone calls to conference organiz
ers.
And at Arizona State, two Pales-- f
tinian students narrowly escaped
injury when three gasoline bombs
exnloded outside their apartment
One of the students also found hisl
graffiti
car covered with anti-PLafter the explosion.
The confrontations have become
increasingly common on U.S. campuses as conflicts between Israel
and Palestinians living on the occupied West Bank have intensified,
says Hatem Hussaini, director of
the PLO's Palestine Information
(CPS)

Events in the Student Govern-meAssociation that should be of
interest to the student body this
week ...
Tags are now on sale in the SGA
office from 10-- 2 and 5 p.m. for
large storage items (rugs, couches,
platforms). Today (Friday) is the
last day large item tags will be on
sale. They will not be on sale on
Saturday during pickup, so buy
your tag today if you want to store
your rug or platform. Pickup will
be this Saturday (529). A schedule
of pickup times and locations is
posted in the SGA office ...
Small item tags will be on sale
in the SGA
next week (531-63- )
office from 10-- 2 and from 5 p.m.
Cost is 2 per item and boxes
cannot be larger than 2'x2x4' and
cannot weigh 100 pounds. The storage room in Holden will be open on
June 4 from 5 p.m. and on June 6
from 5 p.m. Students are responsible for getting their own items to.
storage, there will be no small item
pickup...
Tickets are still on sale for the
bus. It will leave
Wooster on June 8 at 5 p.m.,
arriving in Cleveland at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are also being sold for the
return trip in September. The bus
will leave Cleveland at 5 p.m. on
Sunday, September 12, arriving in
Wooster at 6:30 p.m. The cost is $5
each way and you must buy your
return ticket now! Tickets are on
sale at Lowry front desk ...
nt
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Candidate School
will train jou for
leadership positions
in a variety of
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Office in Washington, D.C.
While both Palestinian and

pro-Isra- el

students have always had
opposing viewpoints, Hussaini believes tensions in their homelands
have raised the awareness levels of
both groups.

"The number of Palestinian students here, about 2,000, has remained the same for the last few
years," Hussaini says. "But increasing attention by the press
because of what's happening in the
occupied territories has made people more aware of our presence
and beliefs."
Indeed, many of the campus conflicts revolve around demonstrations and speeches by the opposing
groups. Palestinian students, along
counterparts,
with their
have stepped up efforts to take
their views to American students,
and in the process clashes between
the groups have also increased.
When a Palestinian journalist
spoke at Yale, for instance, more
than 30
students held a
candlelight vigil outside the lecture
hall to protest his presence on
campus.
At Kansas State, between 40 and
50 students demonstrated against
Israel's occupation of Palestinian
homelands as part of an international campaign to promote Palestinian statehood, a student spokes
man said.
When Hussaini spoke at Harvard
recently, not only did the associate
dean of the law school refuse to
attend, but several hundred students picketed and campus security
officers were kept on edge by bomb
threats and crowd control prob
lems.
Hussaini sparks attention when
ever be visits a campus, he says,
but insists he is out to speak his
views and not create friction.
"I and others have spoken at
colleges and many other places,"
Hussaini says. "We need to Inform
the American people about the
Palestinians: their culture, their
heritage, and their point of view. It
is important for American students
to listen."
pro-Isra-

pro-Isra- el

el

Stevens. However, Stevens points
out that a major problem quickly
arises. Inferior and diseased people
place in this "master
characteristics: free will and per- have nosociety.
To establish the
fectibility, this was a crucial break race"
race," the decaying races
from the established approach to master
and people must be annihilated. In
politics and tyranny."
annihilation will be
Hegel, according to Stevens, this respect
upon
a need, almost a
looked
as
poliyet
brought
another view to
tics. He replaced the traditional love, to perfect the human race.
view that politics must follow the Marx and Engels make these
claims not only based on political
nature of people, with the idea that reasonings,
but also on the necessipolitics are determined by history,
ty for the continuation of the hu
which people must follow.
"History is a process with a man race.
Stevens outlined the four essen
specific direction, a process which
promises a specific result But tial parts of modern tyranny. The
Hegel agrees with Rousseau that first precondition for totalitarian-Ishuman beings are determined by presentand the condition that is
throughout is terrorism.
external forces. Freedom is a This element
is comprised of
promise of the future, not a reality
hatred, resentment domination, or
of the present," said Stevens.
Marx and Engels build on the destruction,. It is not a means but
foundations of tyrannical philoso- an essence of government Total
phy which Hegel laid while they terror transcends all of the old,
criticized him for agreeing with the establishments and forces total
dialectics on the one hand and the change.
The second part of tyranny is
idealists on the other. Stevens
pointed out that dialectics involves that of instability which is brought
motion and change and idealism on by the total destruction total
involves the existence of somthing change interlude. Continuance of
revolution even after a revolution is
which is constant.
With Marx and Engels, the phi- over, and lack of preparing succeslosophy of politcs and tyranny sors allows history to provide the
which politics will take.
takes on a new character not direction
Thought control is the third eleguided by spirit They believed that
they uncovered the incompatibility ment Although classical tyrants
intellectual
in the capitalistic way of operation. allowed personal and tyrants
can
"When the social character of the freedom, the modern
moderan productive forces is rec- not for fear of their political power.
ognized, the anarchy of production, They want to have an effect on
according to a definite plan, will each and every person under their
of these
take into consideration the needs of power. It is the conception
new
change
and
ideas
leaders
that
each individual for survival," said
can only be effected through a
Stevens.
"This openly requires taking pos- racial consanguinity.
The racial purity brings up the
session of production, which can
only be accomplished once the pro- fourth characteristic of modern tyrinseparable: mass
letariat takes power," he contin- anny which isgoal
murder. The
is to create a
ued.
At that time, the reasons for purification of the "master race"
conflict will disappear and the con- through the removal of any inferior
ditions of life will be controlled. elements within the race.
"The effect of Marx and
With this outlook, man is something
which will be overcome, seen as a Nietzsche is pervasive, although
bridge and not an end. Convention- often unseen. The factvalue dis
alism, obedience, and imposed val- tinction, for example, is derived
ues must be overthrown In the view from their argument that no
truths exist which can
of these tyrannical leaders, says
Continued From Page 1

m,

.

trans-historic- al

guide our lives," said Stevens.
"Values are a personal matter, and
in the final analysis appear to be

nothing more the personal prefer?
ence."

"If reasons cannot determine

what is good and what is bad, then
we cannot reasonably defend freedom over slavery. This is our
dilemma: at a time when tyrants
have available to them an unprecedented power, we are unable to say
that tyranny is bad," concluded
Stevens.

specialties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
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Optimism Prevails In Admissions Small Oil Firm 0
up
to I2.5 million," Crucial To
Continued From Page
Orehovec said.
Orehovec agrees with both Barnett
Barnett said that in selling
and Morris that the College will Future
to a student, one feature which support
250,000-$300,00-

1

Woos-te- r

is stressed is the availability of
financial assistance for any student
who "meets the academic requirements." "We have a superb financial aid program here." said Bar-

nett

While other schools' nationwide

are growing increasingly dependent

upon government subsidies for students, Financial Aid Director Paul
Orehovec notes that Wooster's
growing endowment places the institution in "a good position' to
provide assistance to students who
are in need.
"We haven't been overly dependent on government aid in the past,
but federal funds are being cut 18
propercent for campus-base- d
grams (including Pell Grants and

for next year. That
means we will be losing about
1100,000. At the same time, though,
the College's grant budget is going
work-stud- y)

0

Urban development has taken
different forms in different parts of
the world. One of the major markets that is affected and affects the
students who are unable to
form of the urban environment is
pay Wooster's tuition. This, he
khe bousing market The bousing
Continued From Page 4
says, will be done probably through
market has seen some bad times in
more academic scholarships, the
U.S. recently; and the same
Parent Installment Payment Plan, increase, the industry fully expects xhe
tftLj has happened abroad.
as well as
jobs,
a total of 21 Taco Dijk, from Almelo, Holland
Asked if admissions officers are to be able to discover
of "oil equivalent' Us writing today about one of tne
attempting to increase the pool of billion barrelsgas
and natural gashnajor urban problems in bis coun
graduates of private schools (stu oil, natural
This new drilling will in try one that "made even Ameri
dents whose families, Barnett said, liquids.
crease by nearly half the known can papers," as he puts, compared
"can make greater monetary con reserves
of fossil fuels available for to the housing problems that the
to
school")
tributions
the
to lessen
in the lower 48 states. Dutch are presently facing, the
the load of students receiving aid. development
But this new exploration and contraction of the bousing market
Barnett said, "we're going to go development
be expensive. In in the United States is minimal.
arter any student, wnetner a pri- the last four will
years
alone, the cost
Tessie Txavaras
vate or a public school graduate."
operating an oil or
The Internationalist
However, Morris said that stu- of drilling and
And
dents from private schools will natural gas wen has doubled.
since the wildcatter is likely to be
BY TACO DIJK
increase "slightly" (about seven responsible
for the vast majority oft Who needs a house?
percent) next autumn, though he
wens, those wells will be In the Netherlands we do not
said that this is nothing unusual the newonly
drilled
if he is certain .that he have many major problems with
since "private high schools are
will realize a fair return on his housing, if one considers that, luckgrowing."
And that, in turn. ily, most people have a house to
About 30 percent of Wooster's investment.
e
means
the
free enterprise
that
in! The Dutch bousing problem
body
will be composed of
student
de-- consists of two parts: an econom
supply
of
tem.
laws
the
and
private school graduates, Barnett
mand. must be allowed to operate. icalfinancial part, and that, certain
said.
Excessive regulation will not proH groups indeed do not have any
While stressing student financial
a solution to the problem. housing.
aid and the "quality program" to vide
prospectives, Barnett said "nothing Today we are finding airline travel! The financial problem arose after
speaks more than this institution cheaper than ever in the wake of the '70's, during which the economy
and its people. You have to be the deregulation of that industry. was doing fine and many people
impressed when you come here and Deregulation nas heightened com wanted a new, larger house. Then,
see tne physical surroundings, on petition among the airlines and with the '80's, the economy worsreduced prices. A similar effect ened and, specifically, the potential
meet the students and professors.' can
be expected with the deregula expansion of the housing market
As for distant admissions projecof the oil and gas industry as caused many problems (think, of
tions, Morris said "no size reduc- tion competition
among the 15,000 mortgages and such).
the
tions are planned," and Barnett independent producers
to discover This led to two problems: First,
said no future predictions about new
oil and gas reserves shapes up. fewer houses were built which
student ranks can be made for at
we are to put the United States caused unemployment in the build
least several weeks since bis plan onIfthe
to energy
ing sector. Second, fewer houses
ning is done "on a 12 month cycle. cy, we road
must provide the independ-- j were sold. And, this caused a
And about prospects for financial
producers with the incentive to contraction of the housing market
aid in the future. Orehovec said. ent
the more than 20 billion So, large, expensive houses which
"We've been plugging . ahead oh develop of
"oil equivalents" that had already been built, were stand
future budgets. And we will contin barrels
hitherto too expensive ing empty, while some people could
ue to always be testing (new aid have been
options) because I don't want to get for them to bring into production. not find a house to live in. Also,
many people had Just built a new
caught in a box and say, 'This is
house and could not sell their old
financial aid.'
one (which brought them in serious
"The school that's going to get
ahead down the road is the school
that is quality, and has as many
potential opportunities availale to
help its students."
campus-communi-

ty

sys-mv-

H

Visa Regs
Continued From Page 1
foreign exchange programs is for
the students to return to their
native countries and pass on the
knowledge they gain in American
universities.
,
complex'
very
mat
a
"But it's
ter," warns John Wreichard, exec
utive vice president of the National
Association for Foreign Student Affairs.
"Sure, our primary value in the
exchange program is that people
acquire education and training and
then take it home with them."
Wreichard says. "But many of the
students who get degrees need
practice and training, and a chance
to work and teach and do research.
We've seen a lot of people do this
so that they are much more effec- -'
tive when they go home."
Wreichard says his association is
"very surprised" at the proposal,
and notes that "it appeared on the
bill without any awareness by the
higher education community."
The worst thing, Wreichard says,
is that the proposal is "based on
assumptions that are very incorrect: That the foreign students
staying here are taking jobs from
Americans."
Close to half of all foreign students get their degrees in area such
as engineering and computer science.
Companies such as Proctor &
Gamble and Exxon, joined by a
number of engineering and electronics associations, are seeking
"softening" of the proposal to exclude foreign grads who want to
stay here to do research or secure
jobs.
'"We feel that it is extremely
d
to deny ourselves the
benefit of foreign students working
here," says Wreichard. "And beyond our immediate national needs
in engineering and technology, the
proposal could seriously interfere
with scholarly activities."
d
of all foreign student
service money now goes for paperwork, he says. "All we need are
more complicated,
regulations."
short-sighte-

One-thir-

time-consumi-

ng

self-suffici- en

financial troubles.)
The problems with groups of
people not being able to find sufficient housing is basically centered
around students and, what we call,
"guest workers" (especially Turkish and If aroccan immigrants).
Many guest workers came Into the
country to do what other people
considered "dirty jobs" and lived
in miserable housing conditions.
Then, they would send for their
family and, suddenly, there were
even more people living in the
same insufficient space using the
same facilities.
In one particular Instance, the
city finally "did" something about
a serious case: she ordered that in
one particular apartment (conpeople)
structed to house four-fiv- e
inhabitants should not exceed twenty-one!
(This was a case of Turkish
immigrants.)
The students, especially in university cities, had a tough time
finding housing (there are no dormitories in the Netherlands).
Seeing those big, expensive houses
'or apartments being empty, and
remaining so because of speculation, some groups decided to oecu- -'
py a house and stay there. They
always chose houses which had
been empty for a long time and
which were not in the process of
being sold. Of course, the owners
wanted them out, and sent the
police after them.. This resulted to
the riots in the streets of A'drem
which even made American papers. So far. they lost, but they did
get a lot of attention which is what
they need.
In conclusion, I hope that we can
solve the problems by building
modest income houses (maybe with
the aid of government subsidies)
for those who need them. We could
also renovate houses which would
probably cut down on costs These
should replace the big, expensive, .
and empty houses that nobody can
afford anymore.
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Warren Seidel. Greg Elder, and Chris Altier were recently selected
and secretary of the College Republican
as president,
Club. The Club, which according to its organizers boasts one of the
largest memberships In the state, held its first annual picnic last
Monday. Photo by Dianna L. Troyer.
vice-preside-

nt

Japan Makes Second Home
For Some Wooster Students
Continued From Page

1

cepted by Studies in Crosscultural
Education (SICE). These two will
spend three days a week teaching
English, and for two days they will
study teaching techniques, and the
Japanese culture and language.
Rachel Swanger and Jim Luce
round out the ranks. These two
students are both seniors, and both
plan to spend a year in Japan
teaching.
Swanger is a history major
whose interest grew out of a family
visit to the island in 1975. Swanger
also participated in the Goethe
Institute Program, Schwabisch
Hall, in the Fall of 1980.
Swanger believes her experience
will be beneficial. She has been
accepted by the Council of International Education Exchange (CDSE)
after extensive interviews, and acceptance by the Japanese Ministry
of Education, and will be a "fellow" through the program.
'As a fellow, Swanger will first
spend three days at orientation in
Tokyo. Then she will live with a
Japanese family for two to three
weeks, in order to be "introduced."
This intermediary time will allow
Swanger the opportunity to become
accustomed to Japan, and to find
housing.
Swanger will be located in the
Nagano-ken- n
area, and will travel
from school to school in the vicinity
teaching English. She will be super
vised by the program, and will
'have an English Teaching Consul
tant (ETC) to help her with any
problems she may encounter. Ac
cording to one handout received by
--

Swanger. these problems range
from maintaining "energy and pa
tience," to "surviving drinking par
ties."
But those aren't the only things
Swanger will have to deal with. She
will be livine in Japan as a single

"I am sure it is not going to be
anything I expect it to be," she
said. "It probably won't meet my
expectations at all which is good
I like surprises."
Another student who may also be
in for some surprises is Luce. Luce
is the former coordinator of JAW,
and an experienced traveler.
Luce's major is Cultural Area
Studies East Asia. His interest in
other cultures stemmed from a
high school AFS (American Field

I

at

Service) program to Germany,

where he lived with a host family
for a year. Luce was intrigued that
a person could think in another
language.
However, Luce felt that the German culture was very similar to
that of the United States, in that it
is "western, civilized, and Chris-

tian."

Having decided Europe was not
"different" enough for him. Luce
participated in the Bogata program
his sophomore year. Here he found
that the culture was "not concrete." it was a mixture of the
hispanic and the latino.
According to Luce, he wanted to
study a culture "where you could
very easily see what is foreign and
what is not" Japan was his answer.
Luce spent his entire junior year
studying in Japan. For two quarters he was in Waseda University,
and two quarters in a village in the
north of Japan, Morioka.
While in Japan, Luce noticed the
demand for English teachers. As a
student he was paid a handsome
fee for tutoring, but with a BA he
will be able to double what he
made. And that is what he plans to

2730 Cleveland Rd.

Hrs.

-

Sun.-Thur- s.
Fri.-Sa- t.

6-- 9
6-1-

2

Midnight

do.

Though Luce will be working and
traveling independently, he doesn't
recommend it to others.
He advocates the program approach.
"It is the best thing you can do,
and luckily Wooster is involved
with two," he continued.
"To be independent you have to
know Tokyo welL The streets
meander all over and sometimes
have no names, it is a hell of a city
to get around in," he said.
In addition to the growing interest in Japan among the students
here at Wooster, the Japanese have
become interested in Wooster. Ten
Japanese students are slated to join

woman, and as a foreigner. The
program has informed Swanger
that she will be a "public servant"
and will have no private life.
program
During the year-lon- g
(June 28, to mid June of '83),
SwanKer will work six days a week.
Monday through Saturday. Much of
what she will do will be determined
by the individual teachers she will
assist This could include loten
work from "games and songs" to
next year's incoming freshman
lesson planning and teaching.
What does Swanger expect to get class, a boost from the current two
students attending Wooster.
out of all of this?

Note: Night Owl Special
Midnight Fri. & Sat.
Single Item Omelette-- $ 1.89
9 P.M.

-

includes Pancakes or Toast
Add'l items 25$ each

J
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Arson Threatens Collends
(CPS)

nearly

200

At a chilly April 2 a.m.,
semi-conscio-

Universi-

us

ty of Oklahoma students were
rousted from their dorm rooms at

Sanger Residence Hall by a fire
alarm.
The alarm signalled the start of a
$55,000 fire in the dorm television
lounge. "Miraculously," campus
police say, no one was injured.
Two days earlier at the University of Washington, a $1,000 fire
forced several hundred students
from five-stor- y
McMahon Residence HaU in the early morning
hours.
A rash of ten fires
ranging
from small office fires to a major
gym blaze
at the University of
Arizona over recent weeks has cost
the university some $275,000 in
damages.
All the fires were the work of
arsonists.
In the last year alone, arsonists
torched buildings at Texas Christian, Northwest Missouri State University, Maryland, Washington University in St Louis, and Michigan
State, among others.
The true scope of the problem
which used to be thought of as
ghetto and business crimes
can
only be guessed at by campus

1

officials.

The most complete statistics,

The Start and Stripes, which forever stands majestically atop Kauke Han, wares in memory of the fallen
Monday. Photo
veterans of war. Americans who fen in honor of their country win be memorialised nation-wid- e
by Rodger A- - Pelagalli.

tor, master electrician and technical director ..."
Yet despite the commitment and
enthusiasm of students majoring in
Sophomore Steve Quand is one of theatre, there are problems, acthe serious theatre students that cording to students and faculty
Jefferson described. "I am com- members.
mitted to the theatre, I love the
"The greatest disappointment
theatre very much and want to get was that a fourth full time faculty
a good education in terms of the member was not added," said Protheatre," he said.
fessor Stan Schutz. "We wrote the
"The dedication of the students is whole new program for four full
very high. The amount of work time people. If we would have
students put into productions known at the beginning that only
whether in acting or technical work three full time and one part-tim- e
is overwhelming," he said, recall- person would teach, we would have
ing that the number of
written another program." .
he or others have pulled to get a
Since a fourth full time faculty
show ready for opening night were member was not hired due to lack
numerous.
of finances, certain courses were
"The department is unique in cut back or offered on alternate
that it's so small that you get a lot years, explained Vivian Holliday,
of 'hands on' experience and re- Dean of Faculty.
sponsibility that you may not be
"Many would like a fourth perable to get in a larger department son. We'll consider any request
in another school. Students have from the theatre department for a
roles of assistant technical direc

Page 1

all-night- ers

fourth professor. The department
would be best served by a fourth
person," she said, but added that
year a fourth person
for the
was not hired.
Assistant technical director,
Walworth switched from being
a soeech major to a theatre major,
Walworth, a senior, enjoyed her
experience in theatre and taking
courses in the new major.
"It's flexible, and I like the fact
that I was able to do as much as i
did. They have a fantastic facility
and need to build a program to
match the facility. Having a theatre department is obviously the
first step. There's a long way to go,
but they're heading in the right
direction," she said.
Walworth believes the problems
in the department can be ironed out
in time. "The professors need another year to see what courses
should or should not be required
and how to teach them," she said.
82-'-

83
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ECON-O-WAS-

Delicious gourmet meals daily, with $5.95
full course dinner specials served
every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evening. Closed Mondays.

fWoWswd Ohio Travel Agent
TA0SO3.
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The number of dorm fires has
been climbing steady for ten years,

according to the National Fire Protection Association. In 1980, there

H

(Just North of the College)
Laundry
24 Hour Cotn-O-p

Yhadt Moa, CJapo Gcacty!
Come help us celebrate our

3rd ANNIVERSARY

,

Z; i

J

'Have A Nice Summer-Se- e
You In The Fall'
5

The motives may extend from
simple pranks to revenge.
A suspect in a recent University
of Michigan arson case told the
Detroit News he set the fire because he was "mad at the economy, mad at the university, and
mad at (university President Har-- :
old) Shapiro."
"Two students living together in
a dorm might get mad at one
anotner, and one sets ore to the
other's closet," hypothesizes Weisman. "Or a student flunking out
might set fire to the department or
instructor's.. office he feels is re- BflUUSUMC.
At Illinois State, for example, a
dorm dispute climaxed in an arson "
case that injured one student and
forced 800 others out of their dorm
doors, recalls ISU official Don

:-

inn
An Adventure

264-650-

exnert

Lasagna "V
Manicotti
V
Ravioli
Rigatoni I
Spaghetti

Convenience,
sorJustYour
OH Tim ColMg campus

CALL

University of rwnrrfa
puouc saiety airecior ana a nauon-ally-r- e
cognized campus security
Kassinffer.

compiled by the Federal Emergency Management Agency; show
some 430 college-relate- d
arson casKnapp.
es in 1980.
Before that, says Dr. Herman
Pranks are the other major moWeisman of the agency's arson tive in the campus arson outbreak.
program, no one kept statistics
Georgia has had several "fires
specifically on campus arson.
that were set deliberately, but with
"I know it exists," says Gary a prank objective," Kassinger 're.
North, president of the Association calls.
of College and University Housing
",.
Continued on Page 12
Officers. "I've heard about it from
colleges.
other
But we have nothing
in the way of hard data to indicate
BEALL AVE.
it is getting worse or getting bet-

Flair Travel
Consultants
346

Includes meatball, sausage,
your choice of salad bar or
tossed salad and garlic bread.

In Delightful Dining.

1
For reservations, call (216)
Wayne Ave. &. Gasche Sc. Wooster. Ohio
264-234-

"

"

Theatre Department Grows

Continued From

were twice as many major dorm
fires as in 1979, with damages
quadrupling to $2.5 billion.
A recent insurance industry report estimates 40 percent of aH
major fires are deliberately set.
Reports of campus arson at least
seem to be increasing. Virtually
every campus contacted for this
article tiad rwn inm inrAomf
"I dont know of a major campus
with dorm facilities that hasn't run
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Dairies Try To Cow Students

By CoDef

Farm Dairy in Norman. "Many
people don't realize the expense,"
he explains, adding that the cases
cost his dairy S3 to 13.50 each.
Davis' dairy, along with others in
the OU area, has even made spewith campus pobookshelf supports to moving cial arrangements
go
through
lice
to
student
dorms at
crates.
The nation's dairies allege they the end of the school year to search
are losing a fortune in stolen cases, for abandoned cases.
Penn State is experiencing simiespecially around college campuses. The problem is so severe in lar complaints from local dairies,
some areas that local dairies are according to Officer Mark Kinley of
pleading with campus police de- the campus police department
"One of our local dairy compapartments to help them crack down
nies has sent personnel over severon the student thieves.
"It's a nationwide problem," al times to complain about it," says
nosays Daved Beren, executive as- Kinley. "They said they had winin
cases
ticed
students'
the
Milk
economist
and
for
the
sistant
dows and around campus, and they
Industry Foundation in Washington. D.C. "In total, there are about expressed an interest in getting
$100 million worth of milk cases them returned."
But Kinley says short of entering
lost per year. And that loss eventually works its way back to the and searching students' rooms,
there's not much the campus police
consumer."
The cases are typically stolen can do expect notify the approprifrom grocery store loading docks ate dairy when a case is found.
Similarly, at the University of
and dairy buildings." Beren says.
"And it's theft just like any other Missouri at Columbia milk case
kind of theft," he asserts. "Even theft "has certainly been a probthough you're not walking out of a lem," according to Chie Ron Mason of the MU police department.
store with it, you're still stealing."
"A lot of students use them for
While students aren't the only
cases by strapping them
carrying
pilferers of the plastic novelties,
Beren says that "it is really a on the backs of their bicycles or
motorcycles," says Mason. Stuproblem around campuses."
Dairies near the University of dents also use them in their dorm
Oklahoma at Norman, for instance, rooms as endtables, footrests,
in early April got a state law shelves, and storage containers.
But "it's something that's very
passed that makes carton theft
punishable by fine and imprison- difficult to prevent," Mason emphasises. He says his department
ment.
"We've had to replace 25,000 to will recover as many of the cases
as they can when students move
30,000 cases a year." complained
Don Davis, president of Gilt Edge out of the dorms this spring.

CITY TAXI
426

South Market
264-527-

7

Discount Limo Service to Airport

Presj Service

This is normally the season when

students apply for aid for the next
school year. But this year, they're
not finding anything out
Congressional debate and Administration delays in implementing
federal aid programs may stall the
awarding of aid until late summer
or early fall, and have thrown the
1982-8- 3
college plans of as many as
four million students into limbo, aid
officers say.
"No one is in a position right now
to make commitments to the students," says Dallas Martin of the
National Association of Financial
Aid Administrators in Washington,
D.C.
Aid officers across the country
don't yet know how much money

they'll have for students next fall,
or who they'll be allowed to award
it to until Congress and the Administration make up their minds.
Some even suspect the Administration, aware it may not get the
cuts it asked for from Congress,
may purposefully be delaying new
eligibility rules for some programs
to save money by forcing students
to go on without them.
"Frankly," Martin says, "There
are people in Washington who, if
they feel they are not going to get
the cuts they asked for, will be
willing to just delay the system as
long as possible in order to save
money."
Last March, Secretary of Education Terrel Bell imposed a temporary freeze on the processing of aid
applications until Congress voted
on the aid cutbacks the Administration had proposed.
The department has yet to tell
colleges how much they have to
distribute under the Supplemental

nGGT VOU03 CAREER
OFF TO A FLYING
A

II

START

It takes four years to get a college degree. How
long will it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation yet. why not get your executive career off
to a flying start as a pilot or navigator in the United
States Air Force? It's the finest flight program in
the world, the pay is excellent, and you'll enjoy
the prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force pilot or navigator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
And a great place to gain executive experience
with million dollar responsibility. Find out today
--

about the Air Force flight program. Contact
Ssgt John Ftosenblad

2052-5- 8
Front Street
Cuyahoga Falls. OH 44221

(216)

A

928-868-
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College students are
(CPS)
milking the dairy industry for millions of dollars a year, according to
industry spokesmen, who claim
that the colorful plastic cases used
to ship milk cartons are constantly
lost to students, who use them for
everything "from record racks to

Red Cross: Ready
for a'new century.

.

6

great way of Me.

Call COLLECT

Education Opportunity Grant, Coly
and National Direct Student Loan programs for
next school year.
In the past, the government told
campus aid officers amounts and
rules in early March.
The resultant "delay this year is
going to be incredible," predicts
Idaho aid Director Harry Davey.
For the first time in its history,
i Idaho gives students only "financial aid plans" instead of commitments.
The plans tell students "we can
only meet the students need if we
have the money. It's a small comfort for these people. You can't eat
promises," Davey laments.
Kent State similarly sends students a "letter that gives them a
theoretical computation of what
they can expect to receive. We've
never had to write a letter quite
like it," reports William Johnson,
KSU's aid director.
"We don't know if they'll be able
to get that money or not."
Central State University in Oklahoma, among many others, gives
assurances.
students similarly-thi- n
Consequently, aid Counselor Diana
Franklin spends much of her time
soothing applicants.
"Students are coming in to us
with a lot of questions. We're trying
to ease their minds. There are
definitely going to be cuts, but we
don't want students to panic, thinking that they'll have to drop out of
school," she says. Franklin believes most students can avoid that
fate.
"No matter what happens," summarizes Miami aid Director Ron
Hammond, "everyone will suffer
the effects of uncertainty."
families
"Kids from
lege

Work-Stud-

low-inco-

me

are in the most precarious spot,"

observes Kent State's Johnson,'
"but we have more alternatives to
offer them. I expect that middle-incom- e
kids will take the hardest

rap."

Martin contends that "poor students and students who are unfamiliar with how the financial aid
system works are the most likely to
become discouraged, and drop
their plans. The longer we have to
wait, the more serious the problem
becomes."

At Malcolm X College in inner-cit- y
Chicago, aid Director Ramiro
Bona notes that "most of our
students are eligible for the basic

Pell) grant, and that won't
change." What will change is the
amount of money they receive,
which may be going down this
year," Borja said.
Making up the different is proving difficult. Though ten percent of
Malcolm Z's student body is on
many of the
College
surrounding businesses that ordinarily hire students are cutting
back.
"A great number of students
would love to work their way
through school," Martin adds, "but
the chances that, they could earn
enough to play a role are slim, and
worse, as often as not they can't
find a job at all."
Borja expects that many of the.
students driven from school by the
delays "will be replaced, often by
Work-Stud-

y,

people who can't find a job. This is
kind of like survival of the fittest.
Those who can't hack it will get out
of the system."
"It's sad to lose people. This is
not always a great profession to be

in."
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By DIANNA TROYER
crew of six College of Wooster
women runners captured 12 Ail-American slots in three days of
national track and field competition
last week in Bloom sburg. Pa.
The Scotties faced competition at
the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW) Division m National Championships
and compiled 14 points for a 17th
place finish overall.
Coach Craig Penney was pleased
with the results after a season, of
hard work. The Scotties improved
over last year's national finish
when four women competed and
two were named
The
Scotties' list of honors and winnings
is outstanding, according to Penney, considering they have only
competed on a varsity level for two
years.
"It's a super indication of the
kind of team strength we have,"
said Penney whose goal it was to
qualify as many runners as possible for the nationals. "We've had
an outstanding year."
Although junior Pam Willis had a
strong season and qualified to compete, her knee gave out Thursday
and she was unable to compete
past the preliminaries.
"Without her we would have been
unable to get to nationals," said
Penney. "She's a super leader, has
courage and guts and gives 120
A

AO-Americ-

an.

ACROSS
1 Mast
5 Drag
9 Indefinite

f

number

The top six finishers in each
staevent garnered
tus.
After some reshuffling, Penney
came up with two relay teams that
ran together weU.
Junior twins Darlene and Char-len- e
Kemp teamed with sophomore
Darlene Mitchell and junior Robin
Ifayo and ran a 49.1 for fourth
place in the 4x100 relay.
The combined efforts of Mitchell,
Kayo, Darlene Kemp and freshman Amy Smith, also merited
status with a time of
1:48.54 in the sprint medley relay
with a fourth place finish.
Darlene Kemp, who was an
last year, came home an
in two other events
besides the relays. She ran a 15.1 in
the
hurdles for fifth place
and a 68.8 in the
hurdles
for sixth place.
reIfayo, also an
peater, ran a 12.5 in the
dash for sixth place and leaped
in the long jump for fifth.
Mayo's jump was also a school
record.
The Scotties' future looks bright
Only two seniors, Katie Blood and
Heather Murphy, are graduating.
"It will be tough to improve next
year," said Penney. "But well be
stronger because of our experience,
maturity and leadership.
All-Americ-

Ail-Americ-

can

an

an

100-met-

er

400-met-

12 Gaelic
13 Aleutian

er

Ail-Ameri-can

100-met- er

18-4- V4

island
Anger
Preposition
Harbor
Revolver
20 Tellurium
symbol
22 Sand bar
24 Saucy
27 Colorless
29 Ginger
31 Weight of

The next time you
pick up your car keys and
head for the door, ask
yourself whether a phone
call could save you the
trip and the wasted
gasoline.

For a free booklet
with more easy tips on
saving energy and money
.

write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

U.S. Department of Energy
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At Zodiac Gardens
Next

To The

Red Baron

0

Mon.-Thurs-

e

Fri.-Su-

n.

Noon-Dar- k
Noon-11:0- 0

3 While
4 Corded doth
5 Rabbits
6 Be present
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Arson Threatens College Campuses
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Monregistrant

In
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS)
a somewhat different method of

getting students to sign up for the
draft, the U.S. Senate has approved
a proposal by California's S.I.
that would deny financial
aid to students who have not registered with the Selective Service.
The government has had numerous difficulties in getting young
men to register for the draft, despite special extended deadlines
and repeated warnings that
will be prosecuted.
The registration program was
enacted by President Jimmy Carter in 1980, and requires all males
born on or before 1960 to sign up
within 30 days of their 18th birthdays.
To date, nearly eight million
young men have registered, the
Selective Service says. But close to
ten percent still haven't signed up,
and the problem seems to be getting worse, according to a recent
report from the General Accounting Office (GAO). The GAO says
the registration program may need
some massive revisions to function
effectively.
In sponsoring the student registration requirement, Sen.Hayaka-wa- ,
a noted educator, author, and
former president of San Francisco
State University, wants to change
from carrots to sticks to get students signed up.
"It's an important concern of
his," says H.D. Palmer, a Hayaka-w- a
aide in Washington, D.C. "He's
especially concerned with students
registering because of his continued involvement in higher education."
Hayakawa's proposal is part of
the Department of Defense Authorization Bill just passed by the full
Senate. Aides expect the legislation
to go before President Reagan
"very soon."
But opponents of registration say
the proposal only complicates the
present registration system, which
they charge as a "failure" at the
beginning.
"Besides, how do they intend to
prove that a person hasn't registered?" asks Duane Shank, an anti-dra-ft
activist and former organizer
of CARD (Committee Against Registration and the Draft)
"Persons who register no longer
receive a draft card like they used
to," he points out
Hay-aka-

wa

non-registra- nts

Continued From Page
"For instance, a student spraying
lightei fluid around the doorway to
someone else's room, lighting the
fluid, and then pounding on the
door and running away. Some people might think that's funny, but

of Maryland police stQl have no plans to demolish what's left of the
leads in a $1.2 million fire that econ building, valued at $3 million.
recently burned a student ball"It's numbing," Adams says of
d'
room.
the fire that
his ofSince then, Maryland has had fice. "It affects your whole life. I
"one minor fire, and also a series guess the moral is to never rule out
of bomb threats in the student anything. And never leave your
union where the ballroom is locat- office or dorm or whatever with
ed." reports police officer Fred your most important possessions on
'char-broile-

it's pretty damned serious."

At Michigan State, a student
started a S20.000 fire when he
"innocently" shoved a few firecrackers under a friend's dorm
door. The student barely escaped
the resultant fire by jumping out of
the window. "Two more minutes,"
fire officials say now, and the
student would have died.

Pross.

Aside from dollar damage and

your desk."

physical injuries, arson vividly disrupts the lives of the students and
instructors whose classrooms,
dorms and offices are burned.
"The things I lost were virtually
irreplaceable," mourns James Adams, associate economics professor
at Michigan, where an arsonist
destroyed the economics building
on Christmas Eve.
Forty-fiv- e
faculty members, ten
secretaries and a number of grad
students are now laboring in temporary offices while the university

Collegiate
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lective Service numbers, which pranks
says.
Weisman
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Hayakawa's office says could serve
But many of the incidents go
as "certification" that they are
unsolved.
Large Selections Of Domes tlque And Imported
registered. Shank believes verifymay
mo
know
never
the
"We
Wine And Beer. Also, a Large selection
prove
ing the numbers could
to be
Beverage and Chip.
Of
tive" behind the Arizona fires,
"logistical nightmare."
assistant Police Chie Gene
The proposal could also open up campus
all kinds of legal questions, Shank Jones says. are
"Located At The Base Of Beall Aw.
Authorities
still looking for a
says, since it could be construed as suspect
Honda Mm Thursday: 11 a. m. to 11 pjm.
Oklain
and
FnOsy amt Saturday: 1 1 i
the
motive
a i mjm.
punishing
"before homa fire. Likewise, the University
they've even been convicted by a
court of committing a crime."
Colleges and universities, he
says, would be "policing" students
to make sure financial aid applifkme tAee mm
cants have signed up.
ALEX BEVAN
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Lm
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tion," Shank notes, "not act as an
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